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Temperature Measurements from a Horizontal Heater Test in G-Tunnel
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(Ali at: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550)

ABSTRACT "

, A horizontal heater test was conducted in G-Tunnel, Nevada Test Site, to study
the hydrothermal response of the rock mass due to a thermal loading. The results of
the temperature measurements are reported here. The measured temperatures agree
well with a scoping calculation that was performedusing a model which investLgates
the transport of water, vapor, air, and heat in fractured porous media.

Our results indicate that the temperature field might be affected by the initial
moisture content of the rock, the fractures in the rock, the distance from the free sur-
face of the alcove wall, and the temperature distribution on the heater sttrfaee. Higher
initial moisture content, higher fracture density, and cooling from the alcove wall tend
to decrease the measured temperature. The temperature on top of the horizontal heater
can was about 30"C greater than at the bottom throughout most of the heating phase,
causing the rock temperatures above the heater to be greater than those below. Along
a radius from the center of the heater, the heating created a dry zone, followed by a
boiling zone and a condensation zone. Gravity drainage of the condensed water in the
condensation zone had a strong effect on the boiling process in the test region. The
temperatures below and to the side of the heater indicated a region receiving liquid
drainage from an overlying region of condensation.

We verified that a thermocouple in a thin-wall tubing measures the same tempera-
ture as one grouted in a borehole.

Introduction

Disposal of high-level nuclear wastes in deep geological formations requires mul-
tiple barriers to hamper the transport of radionuclides to the accessible environment.
The host rock might be one of these barriers. The Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is studying the hydrological, geo-
chemical, and thermal-mechanical properties of the Topopah Springs Tuff, the geologi-
cal horizon at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The suitability of this geological horizon for
a nuclear waste repository is being investigated.

The objective of the Engineered Barrier System Field Test fEBSFT) in the YMP
is to investigate the response of the near-field rock mass to the thermal loading of an
electrical heater, which simulates a waste container. A prototype of the EBSFT
(PEBSFT) has been conducted in G-Tunnel, in Area 12 of the Nevada Test Site
(NTS). In this test, a heater was placed in an almost-horizontal borehole (+5-degree
inclination) within the Grouse Canyon unit of the Paintbrush Tuff in G-Tunnel.
Grouse Canyon Tuff is a welded tuff with hydrologic and mechanical properties simi-
lar to those of Topopah Springs Tuff.

The purpose of the prototype heater test was twofold: to try out measurement
and instrumentation methods, and to evaluate the methodology of studying the
thermal-hydrological response of the rock mass around a heater. Several years ago,
Zimmerman and Blanford conducted a snlall-diameter heater experiment in the same
vicinity. "_ They measured temperatures and moisture content within a 0.25-m ludius

, from the heater during the heating phase only. In our prototype test, a region extend-
ing several meters from the heater was studied, and temperatures and moisture content
were measured during both heating and cooling. C_

This report presents the temperature measurements, and our interpretation of the
thermal-hydrological response of the rock mass. We _so describe the effect of
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thermocouple installation on the measured temperatures, specifically, whether they
were either grouted in a borehole or installed in a retrievable configuration.

Calibration and Installation of Thermocouples
#

A total of 112 chromel-alumel (Type K) thermocouples with Inconel 600 sheath
were used to measure the temperatures reported here. The thermocouple wires were
grounded to the sheath at the hot junction. The diameter of each sheath is 0.16 cre.
These thermocouples had previously been used in the Climax Spent Fuel TesL m Ali of
the thermocouples were calibrated over a range of temperature from 0*(2 to at least
2500C before installation, using a Rosemont constant temp,ratur_ off bath with a stan-
dard platinum resistance thermometer. Ten of the thermocouples were calibrated to
3500C. The thermocouples were arranged so that the uncertainty of the tempmatm_
measurements did not exceed Ioc in this test.

Fi_re 1(a) shows a cross-sectional view of the borehole layout of the test as
observed from the Rock Mechanics Incline; Figure l(b) shows the plan view of the
layout. The 10 thermocouples that were calibrated to 350"C were used in the heater
hole to monitor the temperatures on the heater can and on rh: wall of the heater hole. ('>

The rest of the thermocouples (102 total) were installed in the thermocouple holes
(TC1 and TC2) and the psychrometer holes (Pl, 1'2, and F3). As shown in Fig. l(b),
these holes are perpendicular to the heater hole. P2 and P3 are in a vertical plane that
intersects the middle of the heater. PI, TC I, and TCR are in another vertical plane
about 0.5 m closer to the collar of the heater hole. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
the thermocouples in a two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the heater. Also
included are the thermocouples of the psychrometers (the solid symbols). The thermo-
couples in each hole were bundled together with a spacing of either 20 or 30 eta,
depending on their distance from the heater, the shorter spacing was used within 1.5 m
from the heater. Before installing a thermocouple bundle in a borehole, we bent each
thermocouple so that its sensing tip pointed away from the bundle. This decreased any
effects of the bundle on the measured temperature.

In holes TC2, P2, and P3, a thin-wall stainless steel tubing (0.32 cm i.d. and 3.66
m long) was bound together with the outer portion of the thermocouple bundle. The
last thermocouple in each one of these holes was put inside the tubing, to be used as a
traveling thermocouple. In order to test the effect of thin-waU tubing on the tempera-
ture measured from the thermocouple inside, the traveling thermocouple was moved to
the same location as one of the thermocouples outside of the tubing, and the readings
from the two thermocouples were comparcd.

The thermocouple wires were connected to isothermal blocks. Then the thermo-
couple bundles were placed in the corresponding thermocouple holes and psychrometer
holes. The temperature at the isothermal block was measured by a resistance thermis-
tor, which was calibrated in the same manner as were the theh'noeouples. The data
acquisition system (DAS) calculated the absolute temperature a_' each measurement
location usin.- the thermocouple and the thermistor readings. A DAS is described in

, (5)detail by W_{'twood and Beatty. After every thermocouple was checked, the holes
(TC1, TC2, Pl, P2, and P3) were filled with cement grout.

Test Procedures r

The D AS started collecting baseline data 28 days before the heater was energized
on September 7, 1988. The heater power was maintained at about 3.3kW for 128 days
(until January 13, 1989), after which a power ramp-down began, as shown in Figure 3.
The ramp-down was accomplished in 20 steps over 67 days. The DAS took tempera-
ture readings every hour.



In addition, data from DAS readings from other sensors, such as an absolute air
pressure transducer, a barometric transducer, psyehrometcrs, a power transducer, and a
water level sensor, were used in interpreting the thermo-hydrologic responses. During
the test, we also applied two geophysical techniques, high-frequency electromagnetic

" tomography(iiF'EM)and neutronlogging,toinfermoisturecontentand itsvariation
withtimeintheregionof interest.Air permeabilitywas measuredfrom theheater
holebeforeand afte.rtheheatingoftherockmass. Allofthesemeasurementshave

' been reportedelsewhereand arementionedherebecausethedataarealsousedto
interpret the thermal data. m

Results and Discussion

The TravelingThermocouple

The temperaturesmeasuredby thetravelingthermocoupleinP3 areplottedwith
respecttotimein Figure4. Line 102 representsthetemperaturesmeasuredby the
travelingthermocouple.The stepdecreasesintemperaturecorrespondtothetraveling
thermocouplebeingatvariouslocationsduringthetest.AlsoplottedinFig.4 arethe
readingsof thestationarythermocouples(94through99),locatedoutsideofthethin-
walltubing.The readingsofthetravelingthermocoupleagreeverywellwiththoseof
thestationarythermocouples.Thisindicatesthatinstallingthethermocoupleinthin-
walltubingdidnotimpairtheaccuracyofthetemperaturemeasurement.The advan-
tageofusingthin-walltubingisthatthethermocouplecan be removed forrecalibra-
tionorreplacementduringa testofIongduration.The resultsfrom P2 and TCR are
similar to those from P3.

The Temperature Field

Figure 2 shows the contoured thermal field in the test rc#on on January 13, 1989,
the last day of fuU-power heating. (The temperature contours were constructed using
MacGRIDZO on an Apple Macintosh computer.) Also shown in Fig. 2 arc the major
fractures in the boreholes (represented by thick short lines), which were mapped using
a borehole scope and a borehole television camera before the installation of the thermo-
couples. <_ This temperature field represents a combination of the temperatures in two
vertical planes transverse to the middle of the heater, axially separated by about 0.5 na.
Because the heater was 3 m long, the axial temperature variation over a 0.5-m dis-
tance, at its midpoint, probably was not significant [Fig. l(b)]. The heavy circle in
Fig. 2 represents the heater hole. There were only a few temperann'e data within a
0.5-m radius of the heater (on the heater can and the heater borehole wall); so the con-
toured temperatures in that re#on may not be well constrained. Otherwise, the contour
map is a fair representation of the temperatures measured by the thermocouples.

The contour diagram is for qualitative interpretation only, because of the limited
number of data points and their uneven spatial distribution. Generally, the tempera-
tures above the heater were greater than those below. This phenomenon persisted
throughout the heating and early cooling phases. Most of this asymmetrical tempera-
ture distribution can be attributed to the temperature variation on the heater surface:
the temperature on the top of the heater can was about 30"C greater than at the bottom
of the heater. In the future, we will require a uniform temperature on the heater sur-
face, probably by minimizing natural convection of air in the heater can.

The temperatures measured on January 13, 1989, the last day of full power heat-
ing, are plotted as a function of radial distance from the heater as shown in Figure 5.

• Fig. 5 shows that the temperatures in TC2 are consistently cooler than those measured
in other holes. The thermocouples in TC2 were at a lower elevation than ali other
thermocouples at similar distances. The elevation effect seems applicable to P1 and
P3, which were lower and therefore cooler than TC1 and P2. However, elevation is
not the only cause of the cool temperature readin_gs. Within the radial distances of 1.5
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to3 m, TC1 was coolerthanP2 eventhoughTCt was higherinelevation.Otherfac-
torsthatmightaffectthemeasuredtemperatureincludeinitialmoisturecontent,prox-
irnitytofractures,and a changeinrocktype.However,variationinrocktYlmalone
dees riotaffectthethermalconductivityvalueoftherock significantly.The cooler
temperaturereadingfromTC'2was probablydue toa greaterinitialmoistureconmnt.

Alsoshown inFig.5 am thetemperaturespmdicte.dby a model calculationafter
128 daysof heating(equivalenttoJanuary13,1989).cn The measta_ temperatures
agree quite wcU with the model predictions throughout the me,asurcd region.

Within the region from 1 to 1.5 m from the heater, the temperatures were meas-
ured in either P2 or P3. The cause of the temperature d/scmpancy for P2 and P3 was
probablynotthesame. The measuredtemperaturesinP2 wcm greaterthanthemodel
pre.dictionsthroughouttheentireregionbeyond1 m fromtheheater.Thisdiscrepancy
was probablydue tothenonuniformtemperaturedistributionon theheatercan surface.
On theotherhand,themeasuredtemperaturesinP3 agrcexlverywellwiththemodel
preziictionsbeyond 1.5m. The highermeasuredtemperatures(relativetothemodel)
in P3 withintheregionof 1 to 1.5m from theheaterwere probablymlateMto the
boilingoftheporewater.The maximum temperatureinthisregionwas about95"(2,
which isabouttheboilingpointoftheporewater.The boilingpointofdistiUedwater
inthealcovewas determinedtobe about93°C. The poreairpressureatthebottomof
P3 was about0.09MPa (13psi).¢_ Ifwe assumethattheporeairpressurebctw_n 1
to1.5rnissimilartothatmeasuredatthebottomofP3,theboilingpointofthepore
waterisabout97°C. Therefore,aswillbcdiscussedintheBoilingProcesssection,the
highermeasuredtemperatureswereprobablycausedby thecondensedhotwaterdrain-
ingfromtheboilingregionabove.

Withintheregion0.6to0.9m fromtheheater,themeastav.dtemperaturesagrtm
wellwiththemodel temperatures.Inthisregion,boilingof theporewatermightbe
nearlycompletedby January13,1989. However,theresultsof neutronloggingsug:
gcstthatmoisturemightstillexistinthisregionattheend ofthefull-powerheating."'
The boilingpointof theremainingporewatermighthavebeenraised,becauseofthe
elevationofgaspressureaswellashighercapillarysuctionintheporesoftheroan'ix.
The boilingoftheporewaterisdiscussedinmore detailintheBoilingProcesssec-
tion.

Fig. 5 also shows that from 1.5 to 1.8 m from the heater, two temperature values
weremeasuredateachcadialdistanceinTCI. The warmer temperaturesam fromthe
thermocouplesloca:cdinthedown-holeportionofthehole;thecoolertemperatures
are from thethermocouplesat thealcoveside.Coolingdue to ventilationin the
alcovecausesthe temperaturedifference.In the fumm reststheheatershouldbc
locatedfartheraway fromfreesurfaces,and thecoolingeffectmonitored.

EffectofFractureson Temperature

Fracturesmight alsoaffectthetcrnperature.Figure6 shows temperaturesinP'2
and P3 on January13,1989 asa functionof radialdistancefrom thecenterof the
heater.The numbers in parenthesesarc the thermocoupleidentificationnumbers.
Withina radialdistanceof about0.7m, therearethreethermocouplesinP3 (82,83,
and 8.i)andone inP2 (58)thatreadcoolertemperaturesthanthosethermocouplesat

similar radial distances (87, 86, 85, and 59 respectively). This feature persisted t
through the heating and cooling phases whenever the maximum tcmperaatm in the
borehole was _eater than about 50°C (which was as early as September 12, 1988).
Fracture mapping in these boreholes showed that there were fractures in close proxim- ,,
ity of these thermocouples, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fractures can affect temperature in several ways. (1) Fractures provide preferen-
tial pathways for drainage of the drilling and grouting water. The matrix around the
fracture might have a chance to imbibe some of the water, making the initial moisture
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content of the rock greater than in an un_ctured region. As discussed previously, the
greater initial moisture content will make the region cooler. (2) Fracturesalso provide
preferential pathways for vapor and steam to escape, thereby removing energy more
effectively and keeping the fracturesat cooler temperatures. Also during boiling, wea

can assume that the air pressure in fractures be lower than in the matrix, allowing
water to boil at a lower temperature in regions close to the fracture than in regions
fu._er from the fracture. (3) A region with higher initial moisture content will have

4

merc water available to maintain the boiling process, which will keep the temperature
at the boiling point of water longer. Therefore, the temperature will be lower in a
region with higher initial moisture content than in a region where the rock dries more
quickly. These effects of fractures on temperature might have played roles of varying
significance at different stages of the test. But imbibldon of drilling and grouting
water into the matrix from the fractures was probablynot significant, and the tempera-
tures at these thermocouples on January 13, 1989 were well above the boiling point Of
water, the fracture-providedpathway for effective dissipation of energy was dominant,
especially during the later part of the heatingphase.

Boiling Process
Figure 6 also shows that, within the radial dis_.nces of 0.7 and 1.2 m, the trend

of the temperaturedata in P3 shows a flattening between 96-I00°C. The temperature
range corresponds to the boiling point of water in G-Tunnel. The model used in the
seeping calculation predicted a similar flattening of' the temperatureat 9T'C (the solid
curve in Fig. 6). This phenomenon was only observed in P3, not in P2. If the flatten-
ing of the temperature-radius profile corresponds to the boiling of pore water (as sug-
gested by the seeping calculations), P2 and P3 are showing different styles of boiling.
On the basis of the data we have analyzed, the boiling process in P3 _gan on or
before November 26, 1988, when the flattening in the temperature-radius profile was
just a simple offset, very similar to the model pre,diction; it ended before February 3,
1989, when the flattening disappeared.

Figure 7(a) shows the temperature history of the P3 thermocouples associated
with the flattening region in Fig. 6. The number on each curve represents the thermo-
couple identification number, as in Fig. 6. The temperature plateaus ".m88 and 89 indi-
cate prolonged boiling of the pore water. The sharp increase in temperature before
each plateau indicates that additional ener_ was being delivered to these locations
prior to attaining boiling conditions. This might be due to heating by the hot water
that is draining from condensation regions above the thermocouples. This additional
condensate draining on thermocouples 88 and 89 might have allowed the required pore
water to maintain the prolonged boiling. Note that these thermocouples arc below and
to the side of the heater.

The region above the heater, along P2 (see Fig. 6), did not show a pronounced
flattening of the temperature-radius profLlc.The temperature-time plots in Fig. 7Co)
show only a change of slope, not the temperature plateaus as in Fig. 7(a). Some of the
slope changes might bc associated with boiling (e.g., at thermocouples 60 and 61); but
the others occurred at temperatures too low to be associated with bolting. A big leak
of the packer in P2 was discovered on Novem_r 23, 1988. However, a leaking
packer would have a greater effect on the temperature measured from thermocouples

' closer to the packer (for example, 59 in P2). Them was no such change of the slope
of the temperature-time curve of 59. we do not believe that the effect of a leaking
packer was significant. The change of slope in the temperature-time plots might be

' due to the cooling effect of water condensing in the regions directly above, then drain-
ing down to the them_ocouples. Therefore, in the region above the heater, boiling of
the pore water might have occurred, but without any replenishment of pore water as
was observed on the lower flank of the heater.
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A possible model for explaining the boiling process is shown in Figure 8. Heat-
ing created a dry zone (within about 0.6 m from the heater) immediately surrounding
the heater hole. The dry zone was narrower above the heater than below, based on the
observations of neutron logging,c_ The dry zone was surrounded by a boiling zone.
Beyond the boiling zone was a very diffuse condensate zone which, according to the
scoping calculations, was likely to exist primarily below the heater. Fracturesresulted
in enhanced drying relative to un_ctured regions. As boiling occurred, steam was
primarily driven radially away from the heater. Because of the low permeability (on , '
the order of micro-darcies) of the matrix,"°_ the condensed water was more likely to
drain downward along fractures because of gravity. The downward drainage of hot
water increased the water in the region below the heater horizon, particularly in those
regions not directly below the heater. Therefore, boiling conditions could be main-
tained for a longer period. The region directly below the heater might be shielded
from the downward drainage of water, therefore, have a narrower condensate zone than
the region below the flanks of the dried-out zone. According to this model, the drain-
ing condensate was responsible for the sharp increase in temperature in 88 and 89 just
before the onset of boiling. The presence of fractures, especially the vertical ones,
might have enhanced the drainage of the water.

In the region _ibove the heater, at P2 [see Figure 7(b)], the saturation level never
exceeded the initial moisture content in the dry zone, indicating a negligible saturation
halo above the heater, it is apparent that part of its water was lost because of the grav-
ity drainage of condensate down the flanks. A steeper saturation gradient might have
been present in this region.

If this model is correct, we would expect to see a narrower saturation halo
directly above than below the heater, particularly below the flanks of the dry zone. In
future tests, the thermocouples should be more evenly distributed in space and strategi-
cally located to verify this concept. For example, we will need to have thermocouples
located along the vertical axis above and below the heater and have more densely
spaced thermocouples (in terms of radial distance) within the region in whica boiling
OCCURS.

Zimmerman and Blanford reported a phenomenon similar to that shown in Fig.
7(a) from their small-diameter heater experiment in G-Tunnel."_ One of their thermo-
couples showed a temperature plateau at about 95"C for nearly 17 days, after which the
temperature increased to over 200"C. They attributed this phenomenon to a heat-pipe
effect, which involves boiling of water in the rock matrix, transporting of steam along
fractures, condensation of steam into water in the cooler fracture,, and return of the
condensed water toward the heat source by capillary suction. However, a second ther-
mocouple, about 27 cm away along the same borehole wail, did not register the same
phenomenon.

Although the capillary-driven heat-pipe model fits some of the data, some obser-
vations are unexplained, such as the different phenomena that we observed in regions
above and below the heater, and the sudden rise in temperature observed for thermo-
couples 88, 89, and 90 before reaching boiling point.

Conclusions

We have determined the spatial distribution and temporal variation of tempera-
tures around a heater emplaced horizontally in tuffaceous rock. The measured tem-
peratures a_ee well with the predictions of a scoping model calculation. Minor varia-
tions in temperature might be caused by the presence or absence of fractures, the vari-
ation of initial moisture content, nonsymmetric heat flux from the heater, and the cool-
ing effect of the alcove wall. These results show that temperature measurements pro-
vide important information on the thermal-hydrological response of the rock mass to a
thermal load. Fracture mapping will therefore provide very important information to



help with interpretation of the temperature data.

In the case of horizontal heater emplacement, the drying and condensation
processes depend on locations relative to the heater. Our conceptual model, which is
based on the measured temperatures, indicates that steam moving radially away from
the heater is condensed into water. Some of the condensate is draimxi downward by
gravity, Therefore, in the region below the heater, there will be more water to facili-

, tare a prolonged boiling condition along the flanks of the boilhlg zone.
We verified that thermocouples placed in thin-wall tubing measure the same tem-

perature as those grouted shut in a borehole. This procedure of installing thermocou-
ples will be adopted for future tests, so that thermocouples can be removed for in-test
calibration and bad thermocouples can be replaced or repaired.

Some uncertainties in temperature measurement were caused by the nonuniform
temperature on the surface of the heater assembly. The temperature on top of the
heater can was about 30°C greater than at the bottom. In future tests, this effect
should be removed to enable better interpretation of the in-situ response to the thermal
load.

Temperature measurement should be improved for future tests. In particular, to
better sample the thermal field, the thermocouples should be arranged radially. Several
thermocouple arrays will be needed to obtain a three-dimensional picture of the ther-
mal transfer mechanism around a heater. The thermocouples should be more evenly
distributed in space so that a thermal field can be accurately represented. For a hor.
izontal heater test, the need for temperature sampling along a vertical line above and
below the heater is noted.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (a) Cross-sectional view of the as-built borehole layout as observed from the
Rock Mechanics Incline. Also shown are the locations of various sensors grouted in
various boreholes. (b) Plan view of the as-built borehole layout:

Figure 2. Location of thermocouples and major fractures (thick short lines) observed
in the boreholes. Also shown are the temperature contours measured on January 13,
1989. The numbers in parentheses are the thermocouple numbers, as in the data
acquisition system.

Figure 3. Heating history of the test.

Figure 4. Temperature history of the traveling thermocouple (102) and the grouted
thermocouples (94 to 99).

Figure 5. TempeIature on 3anuary 13, 1989, the last day of full-power heating.

Figure 6. Temperature in P2 and P3 on January 13, 1989. The numbers in
parentheses are the thermocouple numbers.
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Figure 7. Temperature history at some of the thermocouples in (a) P3, below the
heater, and (b) P2, above the heater,

Figure 8. A conceptual model of the hydrothermal processes in the near field of the
' heater, at the end of the maximum power heating.
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